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  ln this papcn "rc atternpt to calculate the matrix elcmcnts of thv central. !eiisor a"d

mutual spin-orhit interactions in thc (3-ls/2)l (3sts/2)2(2s.1.)i and (,flCfis12)"(:'s.1)2 cottfigurations

by Talmi's method. Based on the odd-group model, thesc rcsultt are applied to Ne?: and

Na?!. In .i' i coupling. by using nucrcon-nucleen interactions "itlt thc Yuka"ra potential.

hitherto proposed by various authors to cxplain "vo-bodyand tltTce-hody data. wc find it

impossible to explain the occurrence of the ground state with 1=:}12 for the (3ds/2)7

and (3Els12)2(2s,-t,)' configurations. Then we take into account thc mixing of abeve threc

configurations and assume a two-body charge symmetric interaction which eontains three

parameters g, x' and y describing the spin dependence of the central force and the

rclative strengths of the tensorand mutual spin-orbit forces. respectively. For both central

and tensor forces the Yukawa radial dependence is used, svhile the spin•orbit term is of

the kind proposed by Case&Pais. The three parameters s.x,y are deterrnined by

fitting thc ground-state angular momentum J==312 and magnetic moment #=2.217 n.m.

of Na?3. Then we have a value of + O.066x10'Mcm2 for the quadrupole moment of Nanc.

                                I. Introduction

  We investigate the properties of 3d- and 2s-shel] nuclei en the basis of individual

particle model with har,nonic escillator wave functions. Mayeri)has proposed by her

strong spin-orbit coupling "shell rnodel" that the level order is 3ds2, 2sl, 3d3/2- In this

papcr, we consider the (3ds/2)3, (,gds/2)2(ibQ: and (3`ls/al,(2s,)? configuratiens of like

particles in j.l' coupling and finally these intercenfigurationel mixing. In order te calculate

the metrix elements of the centrat and tensor interactiens and the mutual spin orbit

interaction introduced by Case and Pais3) the Talmi methedS) is extensively used. If we

 51 l11: .G: ",.a,'.e".' P.h.;ei,,", e,'i,'iiklag.. ,;bi?4&)g (?b6i6S)(i95oÅr, 7s,22 (igso)

 3) 1. Talmi, Helv. Phys. Aeta 25, IS5 (1952)
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assume that the even nucleons of even"-group are coupled to zero spin, we can apply

these results to NeOi and Naas.

  The (3ds/2)S configuration with various centrar petentials has been investigated by

Talmi3)" and KurathS). They have shown that the occurren,ee of the spin 312 in the

ground state of these nuelei is unlikely to be due to the effect of Majorana forces if

we assume that the potential is a "deep hole" potentiaL Then we discuss the effect of

non-centraE interactions introduced to explain the two•and three-body problems, but we

cannet explain its occllrtence by using just the same interactions as those given by matiy

authors. '
  For Na23, Mayer has concluded in view of its spin and magnetic mement that there are

,2 proions in the ,3ds/2 leve] and that the 2sl level is empty. Indeed, a calculatien ef the

magnetic moment with il coupling gives for this configuration a value of 2.87 n.m.. in

fairly good agreement with the measured value of 2,2t7 n.m., while the guadrupole

moment in this configuration comes out to be zero. On the other hand, Sengupta6) has

recently shewn that a calculation of the magnetic and guadrupele moments gives for the

(&ls12)O(2sA)' configuration results which are in good agreement with the experirnental

values. Therefore, we perform the same calculation in the (3ds/2):(`i)sl)i canfiguration

as in the (lkts12)' configuration, and also we cannot explain the occurrence of theground

state with 1 = 312.

  Frorn the fect thet the ground state of Fie has a spin 1/2 and a magnetic moment in

very good agreement with the celculated one for the (ee")' configuration. we may assume

that the 3ds/2 and thl levels have very cfosely the same energy. With the above situation and

such cr"de wave functiensasare used. we suppese that interconfigurational mixing rnust

play,an important part. Thcrefore. we consider the mixing of (3ds12)'. (3ds12)?(as2.,)i artd

(3fls12)'(:s)s,i,)? configurations, and assume a two-body charge-syrnrnetric interaction which

contains three parameters g,x,y describing the spin dependence of the central force and the

relative strengths of the tensor and rnutual spin-orbit ferces, respectively. These three

parameters are determined by fitting the ground-slate Bpin and rrtagnetic moment of Naas

and sign of its quadrupole moment. In consequenee, we have for the quadrupole mornent

a value of + O.e66xlO-t` cm2 in good agreement with the measured value, and we have

shewn that for the case of y == O there exist the constants of such an interaction whicli

 4) I. Tattui, Phvs. Rev. 82, 101 (1951)
 5) D. Kneatb, Phys. Rev. SO, 9B (1950), 91, 1430 c1953) .
 6) S. Sengupta, Pbys. Rev. 96, 235 (1954)
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are consistent with the deuteron data.

                      2. Calculation.of Energy Matrices

  B.y writing down the cemplete set of states iti the (mji mj, mj?)-scherne classified b)'

MJ for each of the (,fldslal3 and (3ds12)?(2s:,)' corifigurstions. sve see that for the (3ds12)["

there are :,' independent states, namely those with J = 912. 5!2 and .21L). and that for

the (.flds/2)'(2s.!)' there are 5 indepcndent states with J = 91L). 712. 512. 312 and 1!2.

Since 'tn eacli singlc configuratien censidered here onty one statc corresponds to ea{:h of

the total ang"lar momenta. the matriees of both ceti!ral and non-central forces can he

calcutated "tith thc aid of the tl]corem of trace invariance in the single configuratiott,

In order to calculate the matrix e!ements for intercenfigurationaJ mixing, stfirting from

the (nimj)-g.chcme with the atitisymmetrized eigenfunctions theJ eigenfunctions iti

each configuration are found b)r the methed ef Gray & VVil]s') usiiig angular momentum

operators. and then rnatrix•elementg. of the two•body interaction operators are ca]culated

by the rnethocl of Condon d} SherteyS) using these J-eigenfunctions. Therefere the

calculation of thc matrices of two-body interaction operators is reduced to the calcu-

letion of the matrix elerpents in the (ntmi ms)-scheme:

            .E, ].,fS",", (-"`, ai) "b" (72• "2) V(12)uc(Z, a,)ud (77, a2)d3r,d'r, a)

  s,'here u == r"i Rnl(r) eimt (e) ent"op)x':S(a), the subscripts on the u's referring to the

 set of quantum numbers n, l, ml, m,. Even for usual central forces the evelllation of thesc

 matrix elements by the Slater method is go laborious and complicated that it is irnprecti-

 cel and stil! more so for cbmplieeed interactions, such as tensor and rnutua] spin-orbit

  interactions. However, in this peper we ernploy the harrnonic osciltator wave functions

 as single nucleon wave functions. Therefore, as TalmiS) has shown, when we transfonn

                      -- .-- two nucleon coordinates ri and r2 to the relative coordinate 'i; and the coordinate of the

                 ff-p- cgnter of gravity R, we can e:press the wave functlon ep:1,lt,(-t't)Åës"'2,2 rt?) of two nucleons

 sttth definite quentum numders ni l: mi and n2 l7 m2 as a finite sum of products

  91I,(-R')e:.('-i) of eigcn-functions of harmonic oscilletoTs with the total mass M --
 the reduced mag-s it = m12, respectively, vvhere n,, n7, n and N are the number-of2Tnnoadne

 which characterize these weve functions, and l:, ta, L. A and mi. m?. M. m are the

 angular mometita and these z-components, respectively. Concerning whfit valueg of N, L,

                                                                   .--
7) N. M Geay & LA. Wilts, Phys. Rev. 38, 24S (1931)
S) llli.VLr?dOgn;.tOlng3&6).C' H' ShOrtleY' Thcory of Atomic Spectra (cambridge universitv prees,
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M and n, A, m should appear in such an expansio- we have four restrictions : the

conservation law of the z-component of the orbitel anguleT momentum, of the energy.

and ot the parity snd the symmetry requirement. Such expansions which sstill be used

in the following are given in Appendix I ef the paper I (Bull. Kyushulnst. Tech., Math.

NaturL Sci. No.1, 23, 1955).

  Thus, when we carry out the summetion over the spin ceodinetes and the integratioir

with respect to the coordinates of the center ef gravity and the angular part of tlie

relative coordinates, the evaluation of mntrix elements (1) is reduced to the calculatiort

of integrsls of the ferms:

                         l.t=f.O"R;t (r) V(r) dr (2a)

and
                        lnl,",l, =-f.ooR"t(r)R",l,(r) J7 (r) dr. (2b)

Here
                                       V n-
                        Rnl(r) =-: N.se' 2 r" 'v.t (r)

where v=7S, iVnt is a normaliz'ation factor, and vnl is an associated Laguerre polynomi-

al. These integrals with n, n'Å}Ocan be easily expressed as sums of integrals I., which

sve shall write simply as li jn the following.

  The wave functiens of a single nucleon with given n,t,7' ---tÅÄ l, and mj is given l)y

    t` (ntl' -=`- t+ .lm.i 1 1) ,-:-T- 1/j +2i"`Jtt (ntmi• -- }1)xl{ (oi) +l/i -2-j V-"J (ntmj +, i 1)z:si(a,)

    u(ttl.i =L-/+ }mjlZ) =-` ftt (nlmj -- l[1)zll(e,)+ k' n(ntmj+ ,l-l1) zE'! (ai). (3År

                                     -
"'c define the direct integral J and the exchange integral K of any two-body interaction

V(12) in the (ji 7': mj, mh)-scherne by ;

  J(nl lt .ii n•h, n2 t2 .i7 mh; n? ts 1'e mjs, n- i- .i4 mj-) N
  =.ll,il2SSu'(tt,l,.iimi i 1)u"(n2t-J'2'nh:2)V (12)u(nelgi3mie i, 1) tt (n4t-.i4mh, 2) aSri d'r2 , i

  K(ni ti .ii mj:, n2 lz.i2 mj2; n. t. .i!mj.-, n- ts i4 mi-) l(4) '
                                                                          ,
  =-.ll.lil2S S"*(",tT.iim7', l 1)n'(r'2tzi2mj2 l 2)V(12)u(nst?.ismjs l 2) tt (n,t,.i"mi', 1) a'r, asr2.

when we introduce (s) into (4), we haveasum of matrixe16ments of type a) in the
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 (nlmtms)-scheme. the ceefficients of which are products of fi, gi (i = 1. "O, 3, 4) and as

 mentiened above, these matrix eJements cen be easily expressed in terms of the Talmi

 integrals.

                     2. 1 The Matricee of Central lnteTactions

  The general two body central interaction operator may be written

                      V(12) ---J (r) {iv+li PH+b PB+ "t l'iv,f}

Where PH,PB and PM are Heisenberg, Bartlett and Majorana operators, Tespectively.

In the case of the odd-group model in which only intcractions be"veen like nucleons

are taken into account, there exists the relation 1'H .t l'MPB== -1. It is therefore

enough to calculate the cases of VVigner and Majorana interactions. Hoivever. since botli

V;tigner and Majorana forces are spin-independent, when the surnmation over the tpin

coordinetes in (4) is carried out, for both interactions there remains the same sum of

the integrals of the form

      1(mi m2 ; ms , m,) :=" SJJ(r) uh, (7r)uj lp (r;)u"t, (71)um, (72) d3r, d3r2

with products of fi, gi aB coefficients, except for a change in the order of the last tsvo

quantum numbers in J(mi m7 ; ms m,). Consequently, the matrix elements of the Majorana

interection are obtained frern the Wigner by chenging sign of the Talmi integrals ll

whieh arise frDm functions antisyrnrnetric in the space coerdinates of the two nucleons

(those of odd rt, like li, ls, ln, etc.). We list below the matrix elements which occur in

the (3ds12)9, Cflds12)?(Bl)' and (3ds/al'(2!e)2configurations and these interconfigurational

mlxlng.

          Table L The non-vanishing elemnts of the centTal interaction

Row and column The elements -  -
L'-  L+ '-- --'M--r-

                               (a) J= 912 i
                            Diagonal e)ements

(3ds/2)3  (te -- h) -ili(-IIIitiLao+k)+-!Z21 ai+i.)- -3s3-i,,l

                    + (m -- b)•-2-si -I-lli;t:(to+k) -- -!Stti(ii+is)+ ilgE i.I

(3ds12)2(tsl)i  (w ---h)Cg-(-16-6-(l.+1,)+ 2- (l,+l.)+ gl,l+2A -- 29s-L B]

                    + (in --b)[-li-(-i6i -(i,,+i.)--2-(i,+i,)+ g' i,,l- gA+ .g. -B]
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               Nen-diagonal element
(3dsi2)'- (3dsi2)2(B},)' (u,+m--h-b) i(lfIIIi;-I g-le- 2--li+l le-- -ZLlB+•gls1

(b) J==7/2

(3dst2)?(zse) i (w -h)[}I-16[is (i" +ID+ {} (Ii+Is)+ -g lgl+2Al

            + (m -b)[{; (;i} (r,,+I.)-2(Il+l,)+ g" I,1+ -2s- B]

                   (c) J=5i2
                 Diagonal elements
(3ds/2)3 (,. •-. h)`g-I-Ilg. Åql.+l.År +S (h +l.) + 21?9-l ... 1

            + (m-b) g-I-lig- (l,,+l.) --fii (I,+I,) +.!ig-7 l,1

(3ds12)?(-os:,), (u, --h)(-l- ( iiS (I,,+l`) +12-g ai+I,) -- -ii9rls)+ 2A ---Eg- B]

            + (m -b) (-k- I i9-o a,i+t`) -i5-5-o ai+Is) + tEtLigl- -l}A+ -2s- B]

(3ds x2) ' (2s n, )' (,c, +m-- h-b) --,-ls! -- [-I! 21!-Ic, -7gli+Pilillr2 --+ 17sls+ -l}ltll- I.i]

            +(iv+h) (:Dl.A- S. B) +(m-b) (-A+gB) .

                Non-diagoual elements
(3ds12):• -(3ds12)?(2sl), - (rt,+m-h--b) -ii-g 1/i3-4--( gl. -- -1 Ii+ "l ,, --- -S I, + g-l.l

(3ds •2)e• (3dsi2)i(v"s 1..)2 (,,,+m -h--b)1,-" t s- (-2-I,,- -ll3-l1+g63-l,, •-- -:lii t, + 241 hl

(3ds ,2)2( 2g .,, )i- (3d s/2) ' (2s ,,. )2 (tv +m - h --- b) sv,S ( -g-- Io - jl- I: + }• l2 -- -I} ls + -9s' l , l

                   (d) J==3ra
                 Diegonal elements
(3dsf2)' (n, -h) -:-(13-66- (i{,+k) +-{lltL ai+is) - {f i21

            + (n;-b) -g-l-iil; (l"+I.) - -544- (h +IsÅr+-15B6-I2l

(3ds/2)2(2s,)' '  (,v-h) [g[io (tt,+I.) +-l3 (ti+Io)- `li'i]o-I2l+ 2A- 22's- B]

         • + (m -b)(-g- I-)I.}- (i,,+i ,) - •?g- (i,+i.) + -4,5- -i,l- g.A+ g B]
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                                  '
                           Non-diagonal element

(3ds12)s- (3ds12),(b"), (!v+m-- h-b)io-si-);F--`-;4
2--

(-g-I,,- 14- Ii+y.o --Z-1.+ g-I.,1

                            t t -J. H' '"--
                               Åqe) J=112

(3ds/2i)2(aso oi (tv -h) [-si-IS-63• a,,+ k)--Ili}- ai+is)-•-4s7-i-ql+ 2A -- -}-B]

                    + (m-b)[ili-(-li6[}+ (l.+h) - 249- (l+l,) + lgl l,, ] -T A+gB]

 where
           A == F" (d• 2s) == `32,' lc, + :Ri Ii + '14's7' I :, --'- lll.i I :i + r23t2Il"h

           B=c:,(d,2s)=Lil-ll2-I,,--:-Z-t1+-;:IItLl2--l!2:,iZt5-t.+130251.

2. 2. The Matrices cf the Tensor Interaction

The usual form

              --- ----VT(r) =J(r) i3(d'".),(""') - (E;, . a-2)]

of the tensor interaction operator can be written ns :

VT(r) =- 12J (r) [1/2i(s: sl - t(s'.s2- +sLs'.)]YS (e, sa)

- ;A's`'(s; s!+sl si) 7"(O, g) + v•l-s(s: s:. +s: tD i' i' (e, g)

+;v;,71g sL saJ- I;(e, g)+L..ll-:- s'. s2. yi2 (e, g)] Åqs)

 where s.=sx +isy, s.- ==sx --•- isp, We substitute (s) for J7 (12) in G) and carry eut the

 summation over the spin coerdinates. Then there remains e sum of integrals on the space

 coordinates with products offi, gi as coefficiente. The angular integratiens can be

 eesily done by use of the Ga"nt formulag) and the radial integrals can be immediately

 written down in terTns of lt. The exchange integral X(mji, nsj:; mis, inj,) can be obtained

 from the direct integral J(mji, tnj2; mjs. mj-) by changing sign of lls which arise

 from funetions antisymrnetric in the space coordtnetes of the two nucleens. because enly

 that part of the wave function which ls in the ttiplet stete of the two nucleons contri-

 blltes to the matrix elements of the tensor intezaction. Therefore, the matrix element

-L. -

                                                               - th r------ -LL ux
   9) Caunt, 1'rnns, Roy. Soc. London A, 22B, :51 c19e9)
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J - K in the (n;j, mj')-scheme contains only the integrals It with odd t. Owing to the

same reason, the results for a interaction which is multiplied by the Majorana operator

are derived from those for an ordinary interaction by changing sign. "Ve Iist below thc

matrix elements which occur in the configuratien$. considered here and intercerzfigura-

tienal mixing.

          Table II. The non-vanishing elements of the tensor mteraction

  Rosv and colurnn The elments
                               (a) J=912
                            Djagonal elements

(3dsf2):- gll--31-8s-l,,---2-s3--I.

                                            tz 3(3ds/2)2(ds .i,), --g- li+-3s-l2- -s ls

                           Non-diagonal element

(3ds/2)'-(3ds/2)2(2sa): ,6-V tligO.(--co1-I:+-za5--l.--g-I,)

                               (b) J==7!2

(3ds ,,2)2( ".s l-,)' -17 o:Il - '3-t lL"l' l3
o l:i

                               (e) J=:512

                            Diagona[ elements

(3ds /2) :- g- +1:-21 .,+gl,,
(3ds/2)2(ds:,), -- l-IIL,+liltil:t

                          Nen-diagonal elernents

(3dst2)`- (3ds12)2(2s t,)' - 21It- 1/ :67--- I- ,ilb li+-:Ill-le-sl-isl

(3ds12)2(dsb):h' (3ds/2)'(2sl)' - !ttf:lil"h -- -i47E--I." + -31sl

                               (b) J=312
                            Diagonal elements

(3ds,2)3 -gl,--9-I..+gl.
(3ds/2)a (2sl): ili -- -gl l2 + -6s"o- ls
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                          Non-diegonal element

(3ds12)s- (3ds/2)2(Bl), ' 8q. Ilg. 2I -- bl, + -25s i,, - -b l.l

                               (e) J==112

(3ds/2),(2s,,,)t -g-li-21e., -g l.

               2..g The Matrices of the Mutual Spin-orbit Interaction

  The operator

                                  -År -) --)                      jVso =.-=t1 (r) (sU)+st2))L,2,

where tTZ,,t= tri=-( r• --7i) x (fo'i- p',)•

can be written in the form :

      Vso=:J(r) (l (s`."+sEf') zt- +l(s`2'+s`-2') A.+ (sE.')+s.";') zt.j , (e)

where .d.==Ax.+iAy,d-=ztx-iAy. The matrix elements (-) for (6) can be easily calculated

with the help ef the eguations

ifÅ}V" A" ----:[(.d :m)(ri Å}m+1))l yt:Å}i, n,yrAM -.,m yrT .

The K integrals in the (mj, mj')-scheme differ frem the J only by the sign of the lt

arising from functiens antisyrmnetric in the space coordinates of the two nucleons. 'The

reason for it is the same as in the csse of the tenser interaction. The results are given

in Table III.

     Table III. The non-vanishing elements of the mutual spin-orbit interaction

L Row and column The elements
  - S"T- --m-" -n T--s

                               (a) J= 912
                            Diegonal elements

2i i2-i:--29s-i:,+{ltiiu

(3dsi2)2(a i,)' , iil i: -- ilS7 ig+ !iilh2itt

                           Non-diagonal etement

.sSitlfileli:Iilrds/2)e(3ds12)2(k2t), tVg(kli--43-I,+gl.)
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                              (b) J =7/2

(3ds/2)Z(lkl)i "ol:+-IU•o-I.s

                               (c) J=5!2
                            Diegonal elements

(3ds12): }l2+ g-l,
                                            161                                                   ].38Z                                     473(3ds12)t(kl)' amli--jbot2+'6ocils
(3ds/2)'(thi)2 '  lkli-itg+{Iitls
        ` Nendiegenal al.ements
(3ds.t2)S- (3dst2)i(be)T - gvltit} (kli -- il,+gl.)

(3ds12)a(kl) :- (3ds/2) i(bl)2 .tid-2 1- (-kll -- gl,+ -61 1.).

                                  (d) J==312
                               Diesonal elemnts

    (3ds12)3 . -]Ilill-gl.+gl,
    (3ds/2)2 (ab)t asii- fili)-ig+2IB is

                              Non-diagonal element

   (3ds/2)3-(3ds12)2(thl)i trts(-Eii-2I,--gls)

                                  (e) J =1/2

   (3ds/2)2(2,")' -" 'iltGSIi + J4i t2 + -{l!1ts'in

                                          N-u--              t
         3. Numerical calcurations with eome two-body fitting interactions

 In this chapter, based on the odd-group rnodel results obtained in chap.2 are applied

to Na?i and Naas, and then we assume two-body nuclear interactions with the Yukawa

potential, hitherto propesed by various authers to explain two-body end se'metimes

three-body data :
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V(za)=g3-C'(:,.?,){1-g12+(g/2)(o-,.o':)}(eil',"."), (')

       Vc= 67.8Mev, re-=•1.18x10"Scm, g= O.LS7;

v(i2)----p"e[Si-i:tll7M)(ei;'i.")Å}rsli2(i(Ill h,ii"i)l, (B)

       Vc=49•35Mev, r Vc= 18Mev, r. =1.14xlOT'3cm, rt ---L6xlO-'Sem;

             --- -År -) ...       S ,2 == 3(a: .r) (a2. r) lr2 - (", . a!)

v ( 12) =, - v,[l+ 4PM- [ a+ v) + a -- rp ) pB] (eiili') + r (o. 37 + o• 63pM) s ,,( e, -Ji"-t-" )] , Lg)

       Vc=25.5Mev. v=:1.4, r ==L9.r. == rt = 1..a5xlO-i3cm;

Vcp(i2) =J!cp.i. dd i(ei')7r (s',i)+;2}), an
                                            --" -- -- - -           where x = rlrt. r. = 1.18x10"Scm, hL :(r2-r,)x(p2-p,), Jicp==24Mevt

 The explicit expressions fbr the Talmi integrals ll for the Yukawa potential have been

 given by Talmi, while the cetTespending expressions for the singular Yukawe potential in

 (s) and the Case & pais pote,htial in (10) are given in Appendix I- There B = 2plr. ,

 and we can fix a vaiue of v(i.e. ef p) by using the formula for the nucleer radius ;

            R2== Åq-År == 2Vifge,e-2"'2 pu"dr== pt4t3 ,

               or =IV li J" :e'2" 'Z (1 '- -iiil+fg- B) r2` "dr

                     .,. -si-. [(x+3)2 -- (x+s) (x-i) ll ,

 end R= 1.4xAlxlo-is cm, .
 For the 3Et- and lk-shells. we"ebtain the same result:

                          R
                     tt ='= r.J/ "7- " '
'

• svhere R == 4.0xlO-t" cm forA == Z9.

    At first. we calculate the energy leyels with the nuclear interection (7) containing enly

   central ferces, discussed by Chew- and GoldbergeriO). In the (3ds/2)S configuration the

   S'2":,9,?;":e,.'la?.(,.==,.9(,2.a8,l,h,:,iSlel,Ct.CAI:,:.S.t,:t,:.h:Z.',,-"-.,3!3,P,"d,.:bZ,Stfle,.:i;",

10) C. F. Cbe"' nnd M. L. Coldborser, Ph)'t Rev. 73, 1409 Åq1948)
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  and above it in order lie the states )vith J = 7/2, 51Z, 312 and 112. As rnentioned in

  Chap. 1, we consider interconfigurational mixing of the (3ds12)3. (sils/2)2(2s,})' and

   (3Els/2)T(O-sl)2 configurations. In this cese, since it has been shown by the (d,p) stripping

  resction that the first excited state with J = 1/2 (asz)of F'7 is higher by O..536 Mev

  than the ground state with J == s12 (3ds/2), we assume that in the zeroth order tlte

  (asl)-level of a single nllcleon ls higher by this valtie than the'3sls12-level. By calculation

  with the eff-diagonal elements given in Table r, it turns eut that the Ievel order is

  912, 312. 5!2, 712 and l12. .
                                            --
    Next, we calculete the energy leyels with the nuclear interaction (8) proposed l)y
  Christian & NeyesC'"Lin asialyzins high energy p'roton-protoii ecattering. The central

  force acts enly on the singlet states ef two pucleonLs owipg to tts Serber exchange

  charaeter, while the tensor force aets only on the triplet states es pointed out in Chap.

  2. If we take into acconnt enly the singlet interaction. the level order is 512, 3!2, S)12

  in the (,?Gls12)' configurntien and,112, 312, 712, 5/2, 9!2 in .the (3ds/2)2(2sl)f. Then we

  ealculate the contrlbution of the•tensor inteF,ictlpn with the singular Ynkawa radial

  dependence by using Table II and Appendix I (b). The resultB are :

  for the (3sls/al3 configuratien,

   Egr/2 == \ O.2148, EsT/2 = T O.4531, E3T12 = \ O.1427 (Mev) ; for the (3sls12)?(zDs"),

  configuration

 EgT/2== Å}O.o78s, E7T/2== i O.2823, EsT/2= Å}o.o4dl7, E3T/2= Fo.Is41, ETi--- :o.4s31(Mev).

 where the upper(or lower) sign corresponds to the upper (or lower) gign of the tensor

 term of (8). These contributions have no rnegnitude enough to change the order of levets.

 NICtith the lower sign of the tensor term the Ievel spacing between the first excited state

, with 1 = 31L) and the ground state diminishes for both (3ds12)' and (3Els/2År2(2sl)'

 configurations. Thus wi!h the Iower sign we consider inter-confjgurational mixing in the

 same way as in the case of (7). The off-diagonal elements of the tensor force are so

 small that they have alrnost no influence en interconfigurational mixing.The state with

 J == 112 is lowest and the first excited state have J --
                                                   312, above it lie the states with J== 512, 9!2 and T12. --
   Finally, we investigate the energy levels vvith the nuclear interaction (9) discusscd by

 Christian and llart:2) in analyzing high energy proton•neutron scattering, and the

11) R.SGbristiat) aiid H. P. Neyes, Phys. Rev. 79, es (1951) '
12) R. S. Chtistan sud E, VV, Haet, Phys. Rev. 77,"1 (lg50)
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contribution of the mutiml spin-orbit introaction (10) introduced by Case & Pais in order

te preserve cAarge symrnetry of nuclear forces in analyzing high energy nucleon-nucleon

scattering. The level erder svith the singlet i'nterection energy (i.e. the central) is t}ic

same as in the case of (8). A change of the central range gives rise to little change in

their splittings. The contributiens ef the tensor force have no magnitude enough to change

the order of levele. The reEults are :

  EgT12=O.1488, EsT12 =O.3123, E3T12=O.o963 (Mev) ;

fOr (3dslal'(Etls"): .
  EgT12== -O.0645, E7T/2=O.2091, EsT12=-O.0387, E3T/2=O.n33, ET/ ---o.:s123 (Mev).

VVe ealculete the contributions of the matual spin-orbit interaction"by using Table III

and Appendix 1 (a).

Fer (3ds/2)',

                         '                    '  Eg/P, == -O.2868, Eg/P2= -O.0646, Eglli2 == --O.3681 (Mev),

and fer (3ds/al2(asl)' , ' EglP2=- -O.2905, 'EC,IP,-"O.e840, EglP,k-e.2988, Eg72== -O.1841, ECIP==O.lsO (Mev).

                                     I;
By adding the Case & Pais spin-orbit fo;ce (IO) to the interaction (9), also, the levels

in each configuration•does nQt phange in order. In interconfigurational mixing the off-

diagonal elements of non-central forces are ver)r ginarler than those of the central force,

and then the level order is the same as in the caee of the intemction (8).

 BY the way, we consider theinpclar anternction . -
                                                '                                                '
              V(12).="(1.+PM5 Vc[(C,'/','i')Å}rSi2(e,'-1'rltt')],

where Vc == -46.1 Mev, r= O.54, rc = 1.18xlO-iScm, rt= 1.69Å~10-tScm.

This interaction has been initially proposed bsi Pease and Fe6hbachi3) on the H3

problem, and improved tiy Feymmni4) to titP)atn high enerigy neutron;preton scattering.

Wilh this interaetion, ewing to Pauli prihciple, ihe contributions te the energy Ievels

                                iarise from only ttie central pert. The resuli ti the siame as in above two cises. i

 Thus, in both 11'" ceupling and sts intereenfiguritlonal mixing, based on the odd-group

13) P. L. Pease and HFeehlnah,'Phr,. Rev. Sl,'142 (1961År, 8S, 945(1962)

14) R- E Feynman, l.ectuTes on hipt enlarly pbenemena and ntt)ton thorSes at C.l.T Åq1952)
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model. we"cannot explaln the occllrrence of the ground state with J= 312 by using some

nuclear interactions with Yukawa potential, hitherto proposed by vario"s authors to

explain two-body and sometimes three-body data.

                           4. Fitting the Nti; data

 Because of the reasons, mentioped in the end of Chep.1. we shall attempt here. ss'ith

interconfigurational rnixing of the (3ds/al!, (3dslal'(MPt and (3ds/2)i(2sl,)2 configur-

atiens. te relate the known groud state data of Na?3 to the interaction constants of a

mixed interaction.

.

We shatl assume a two•body charge-symrnetric interaction ef the form

         -- --
fr•

 Åq12) =- FC(r
3,•  !aL -([1-g/2+ (g12) (e-', . ;,)](eilZ`)

                .--. --. .-- ---. ,          +x[-3T(gi'',),(a2 '. ') -- (7e,.i)5)l(e.ii")+ y[(i,t(i)+s-,'2)).Zl-9:2 dd, (e.d/'ib)] aD

                                              .
where t L = (;?-;ri)x (- p?--fi,), a = 1.3sxlO-iS em, b == 1.18xlO-:3cm.

From fitting the deuteron data:5) we may suppose that Vc have a va]ue bet.ween about

20 and 30 Mev. Apart from this overall constant V., (ll) contains three parameters

.n.x.y whicrt describe the spin dependence of the central force, and the relative

strengths of the tenser and mutual spin-orbit forces. respective]y. The purpose of the

caleulations of this chapter ig. to find values for g.x..y which are consistent with the

ground state data of Na?e.

  Since ive perform the catculations with interconfigurational mixing. we need an

'iivew:i.i2/;iile\,:.TP//'/L;,:aue1-:t:tll/i":-i,:Fl,r8/,e,.t,:,i',a?Ioiu'ni,f.•:""e::d:leiaSfC.'fi?g:,iZ.[illla:yi:t:.p:pd,Sslg,

has becn shown by the (d.p) stripping reaction:S} that the first excited state i"ith .l == 1!2

of F'7 is higher by o..rB6 Mev than its ground state vvith J --
                                                       512• Hence as e valueztsE(3ts/2 - *,}) by which the )i level is higher than'the--

3ds12 level. we take two

values:O.2 and O.b Mev. If we further assurne tbat Vc heve an appreximete• value

between 20 and 30 Mev, the Lforrner value of AE(3ds12 --- asi) (which Mre shall denote

                                          - -- --- --+----7 -"                                                             TT----------------Lu- --L-' 15) liligiFse(SlhGg4ql: and J• Sehwingert Phys• Rev. 82, 194 Åq19ESI); vv. J. Robinsen, phys, Rev. g3,

 16) F. Aitetsl)et! aed T. IAlltitzen, Rev. Iu[od. Phyb. 24, 321 (1952)

,
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 by Case 1) corresponds to about O.oo8 Vc, the ]atter (Case II) to O.02 Vc. In order lo

 calculste the relative level positions, we eva]uate the energy matrices of the two-hody

 interactien (11) and add dE and 2dE to the diegonal elernents which corTespond !o

 the(3dslal2(pal)i and (3ds/al'(Xl)Z configuratiene. respectively, so that V. will not enter.

   The ground state of Nen is known to have J=312, a magnetie moment of p ==2.217

 n.m. and a quadrupo]e moment of Q= O.lxlO'"cm2. The interaction (11) allows mixing

 qf the two states (3ds/2)S31) {(3ds12)2(thl):}s12 with J == 312. Thus the ground state wave

 function VG can be written ag

   gPrG == tr gP'((3ds12) S3/2) + ,? gPi [[ (3ds12)2 (th ,} ) Ll 3/ 2] , with . År. O. ,,2 + ,?2 .. i an

 The magnetlc moment is given by the expectation value of the operator

                     tt=-E (n.3' gi+mi g;) n.m., ca
                          t'
- where m} and m: are the z-cornponents of.the orbital and spin angular momentum ope-

 retors of the nucleone, respectibely, snd gi and gsl' are the gyrornagnetic ratios of oTbit

 and spin, respectlvely. '

                    giP = 1, g" == O, g.P == b.ss7, s,"= --3.s27.

 Applying the operater (13) to the vvave functien (12), we obtain for the magnetic

 moment of Naas

                    p == 2. S7a' + 1. T7t'5B2 = 1.T75 + 1. oo5a2.

 T'his expression gives, on insertlng the imown value ef pt ,

                    at=O.63b34. e==Å}O.T224. ca
 In order to reinove the arbitrariness of eign ef B, we can use sign ef the guedrupele

 momen Q. The guadrupole moment ie given by the expectetion value of the operater.

                     Q== ;li gli (34 -- ri,). ao
 Using the wave function (12), the quadrupole moment of NaVS is found to be

                     Q== 5'1'72sÅr i4opa -- 44 ,/saR}, ' a6)

 where Åqr2År --. R2 == 1.6 x 10-Xcm: , end by using the relation aa + fia == 1 , we plot Q

 against a in Eig. 1. At aete.6SS. O is negetive or posltive eccordtng to whether B is

 positive or negative. However, slnce the measured value ls +O.lxlO"'gicrn3, S ri:nst be
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                                                                    '
negative. Thus.
                                                                    (14')                  a == O. 6354g4. B = -O.772-24.

By introducing (14') into (16),4 we obtain, for the quadrupole moment of Naas, a value

of Q == + O.066 x 10-atcm2, which is in 'good agreemgrtt with the measured value.

   r-n weFr:eMnthw'r:iaebi8oS-:'l'geilii,P,?xd".PP:esiXf:l

 A6 J=3!2 in interconfigarational mixing asa 'vto- function of g. x, y, The conditiGn that thiS
 "e matrix should have an cigen-vector {a. R} then
 -O al as al `te[g  '2 l results in two equations in the four unknowns
                                    g, x, y and A, the correspo.nding eigen-value.  4L Hence forafixed g,we can find the parameter
   Ftgl aUADRUPOLE MOMENT .y as a funcLtio.n of x, and plot against x the

 levels not only for J = 3/2 matrix but for each J value. At first, fer Case I this is done

 in each of g= O.S. O.G7, O.83 and1 in Fig. 2. The only regions of x in which the analysis

 has sense are those in which the eigen-va!ue' a, to which the ground state properties

 of NaM have been fitted, lies lowest.

 Fig• L. shows that in every case considered hcire A lies lowest 'in a region of x'."Årptg.

{lecided by a yalue of g. and that a' g is positive and increases with increasing g, while

e'o

                                  --                                  e.,.,[ l k
                                                1                                  1.; i                                   iL ,
                                   9.L !
                               •I l
                                   )•                            - 2`, I
                                   z-,                                   -1 8=O.67 .

                                      "d  e as Lo is'zo as I'-'mbL"as io'wws oo zs
 R!:JMVE STf"NSTH OF TENseR fiOftCE,X REza11VE STREN6TH eF TENSOR FORCE. X

Fis,'2.a LEvEL PLcrlTING AGASNsT x Fig.2.b LEVEL PLoTTING -NsA)NsT x
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in this region pt is positive 6n the'whole, though semetirnes negative. On the other

hapd, if the spin-orhit term of the kind suggested by Case & Pais is presented in the

nuclear interaction, a sign of y must be negative. The reason for it is as fol]ows. If

the spin-orbit term were attractive in the sDt state of the deuteron. its strong singularity

would greatly counteract the centrifugal repulsion. This would allow a large 3Di admixture

in the deuteron ground state, in contradiction with the inforniation obtained from the

magnetic moment end guadrupole moment measurernents, However, if the spin-orbit terrn

were repulsive in this state, it would add to the already large centrifugal repulsien and

hence have little effect on the deuteron ground state. Therefore, it seems to be rnost

reasonable to assume the spin-orbit term repulsive in the 3Di state. In order that the

tpin-orbit term is repulsiye in the SDi stete of the deuteron, .y must be negative, because

-- - `-- -.-(rs•r7) = --3 and S.Ls.' O in the iD, state of the IV-P system and (11x)d/dx(e"/x) is

attractive.

 As a resuLt ef calculatien. -re can easiny find xg, a critical value of x, fer each .value

of g. andavalue ofyat x=xg. t
                                g Xg Yg
        Case l.a O.5 O.me 1.172
        Case l.b O.6T O.elt -O•045
        Cese l.c. o.83 1.783 -O•Oel5
        Case l.d 1.0 2.748 1•069.
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y increases Iinearly with increasing x. Hence, for cases (I. a) and (!. d) y is always

poBitive and considerably lhrge in the region of r in which X lies lowest, while for

cases (T. b) and (I. c) :here exists a range in -vhich pt is negative 6r zero in this region.

Therefore, fory to be riegative or zere. we must take casee (I. b) and (1. c). In thege

cases, the regions of r in which A lies lowest and rnoreover y is negative are :

        Case l.b e.91eÅrrÅrO.q.14, eÅryÅr-O.04s;
        Caee I. c 1. 7MÅrxÅr l•783, OÅryÅr -- O•025 .

  Finally, in order to investigate how a change of AE (3ds12 - )l) has an effect on ther

behaviour of the levels and the three force constants s, x, pt, assuming AE=O.02Ve

(Case II) instead of O.O08 Ve (Caee T), we perform the ca]culation in the same way as,

in case I. If we take an apprbximate value of Vc = 25 Mev, this corresponds to that the

ase -level of a single nueleon is higher by O.5 Mcv than the 3ds/2 level. The level plotti,,g

against x is done in each of g== O.67 and O.83 in Fig, S. Tlhe result is almost the same

as in case r and insensitive to the value of AE. which is te be prectically small. The

ranges of x in i:vhieh A lies loweet and moreeverr is negative are ;

        Case ll.a g=O,67, O.916ÅrxÅrO,90, OÅryÅr-O.347; '
        Case II.b g=O.83, 1.781ÅrxÅr1.7ss, OÅryÅr-1.011•
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     In order to compare these interactions, fitting the Na2i data. with those interactioiis

   containing ot:ly central and tenser forces which have beeii in detail discussed on thc

   deuteron problem. we heve perticularly investigated the interaction with y = O. According

   to cases (I. c) and (II. b), we obtain

                      st :-- O.83, x' = 1.78. .), = o.

   Then, if we futther take a value of Vc = a5.5 !lev so as to ehtai,i correct binding energy

   of the deuteron ir.' -= 2.23 Mev. k't: ohtain for it, tluadrupottt monicnt q and percentage

   of D state l'c.

                      q=2.tn x lo-pcm2, pD = 4.:,.

   Hence we see that so far as concerns,the triplet interaction, our jnteraction is fairly

   consietent with the deuteron ground state data. On the other hand. frorn low energy
   neutron-proten scattering it is kno-vn to be -g- (1-2g) -.&5.5 Mev for ro=1.35 Å~ 10-i3cm,

   while -.s.6 Mev in our case. This depth of the singlet potential is :eo ernall to explain

   the low energy neutron-proton scattering. On the contrary, if we teke g = 2.6 to explain

                       i   the low energy n-p schtfering, it turns out easi!y from Figs. 2 and 3 that rg is too IaTge

   te be adj"sted to the deuteron data. The negativey is so srnall in magnitude that we

    cannot sttribute the doublet splitting requixed by the 11' coupling shell model to it. In

• this paper do not take inta accompt configurations of nucleons of even group in unfilled

                            'L   shells, but it is hopcd to include these in future wo"rk. `

                       Appendix 1. Talmi integrals

                (a). I(") for the Case•Pajs Potential

ti--!gL'[iJ-7i. -Åq'i,i--`i!--(i-Åë(#))e•i'] ' '

i:'=•- i/gt[i7t-t-4'-Lt-2.8,,'i;'-2-(2":•+s)a--o(pt))ep2)

tn :-f6gs(tt. !tS'!!"Å}26!:4., 24I`L'-4 -(3s+2spt2+4#4)a--Åë(p))eA2)

ii=- illig[i7gH; .; -!!:ptS+S")pt"+Z46pt5,spt-S+96pt:'-12 --(31s+37st`:,+sti#-:+si,e)a--Åë(p))en2)
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             (b). I(r) for the einguler Yukawa potential

 lo=2 7eA2(1-,Åë(p))ept2

 li= - -3- VoA2[v,lit- i` --- (}+isL') a-e(sz))esi2]

 l2== - 'lltT VoA2[i,.IL.:- (tis+'52-")-(2r+3iLt2+it") (1-e(ti))e,`']

 ls = - +q VoA2(v.il.= (pt ff +7"s+-343- pt ) -- (-lsS-- + -445--"2+ -IP A4 + #e) (! -- di ("))ept' ]

 h= - 'ljilitli's veA2i[vli; (ptT+"2L72' ptli+2i8ISI;pts+-Mif9 xt) - ({fill-i +lltE5 tt2+ 1205 A4+14it(s+itg- )

      (1-e("))eP')

wh ere

    e(x)="i72=fiy.f:exp(-tny dt, a=v"-i7 ro

                  Appendix. n. .•
   . (a). Wave functions fer (3ds/al' in iJ' couplipg

cr 9/2,g12 = (51a 31a 1!2)

Åë 5ra,5/2 == 11V2{(5/2, 1/2, -112) - (5fZ 31a --3!2)}

tlt 312,3/2 = V8- /21 (3/2, 112, -1/2) +V5- 1at (5/a Zla -312) +V87at- (51Z 31a -512) .

             (b). Wave functions fer (3dslal'(;Ossl/al' in ti coupling

'F 9/2,912= (512, 3/2. 1/2s) `
'l'- 7/2,712 ----• 1/rl!ii- (5!a 112, 1/2s) -vt8- lg"" (512, 312, --•-1 ,2,)

'l" 512,5/2 " 3,` 1/va (3!2. i/2, 112s) -' ll5T71I44 (5/2, "'112 ,1/2s)

tlr 312,3/2 = l-2135(3/2, -1!2, 112,) -3v-"2'111ss(31a 1!2, --112,) -lll7T7(5!2, -312, 1,t'2,)

      +v'2R-- (5!2, -1!2, --112s)

'l" 112•12 = 1/113- { (112, '-1/2, 112sÅr- (3/2, -312, 1!2s) + (512-512, 1/2s) } -

ttV 't".! ', '


